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Download Guests can't request updates! Clash Royale is a popular Android game from Supercell, which gained popularity after the release of its super hit Clash of Clans. And if in coc you had to develop your own army and extract resources, here everything is different: the player should gather the command of soldiers, which will
eventually go to fight opponents in specially assigned arenas, the amount of which increases with each update of the application. Your own subordinates can be improved in every way by pumping their characteristics and abilities. To end the fight in the game, the user must develop their own strategy. You don't have to throw all the
resources into a duel at once, otherwise it will be lost in an instant. All fights take place online with players from all over the world. In conclusion, it is worth noting that in Clash Royale quite good graphics and voice acting, as well as thoughtful gameplay, which in the two-match necessarily will appeal to lovers of interesting strategies. Page
2 Clash of Clans - a great strategy with bevel in RPG, with great graphics and type of gameplay. The game tells the story of the confrontation between people and goblins. We must play for the people, and the main goal will be to destroy the enemy clan. The game begins with training, which is very easy to notice thanks to special markers,
and the lack of Russian location will not in any way prevent a comfortable game of Clash of Clans. Here you can choose from two main modes. The first mode is built on its own territory, the second is the combat mode on the enemy map. There is also a version of the battle on your site if you are attacked by goblin troops. The basics of
the game process consist of construction, creation of units and accumulation. It is possible to collect both ordinary gold and mysterious purple potions, according to functions reminiscent of all the same gold. The outcome of combat in combat mode largely depends on how units and combat weapons are deployed. In conclusion, it should
be said that Clash of Clans is a very unusual strategy for Android devices. Gameplay and graphics are top notch here, but the other components are also at the top. The game will certainly appeal to lovers of strategy, as well as those who like to play for a long time on a smartphone or tablet. Page 3 Download Guests can't request
updates! Clash of Lords – another addictive strategy game similar to many favorite Clash of Clans. A global battle for virtually world domination with players from all over the world. Attack and take over other people's wealth. Strengthen your territory. Until they did the same with you. For the best protection of your people you can create a
Guild and become invincible. Or continue to play alone, proving to everyone that one in the box - a warrior. In this case, the it is possible to build many different types of buildings and protective structures. Create a fully protected fortress. Permanent extraction of resources. Collect gold and shiny diamonds, and do not forget wood and
stone, because only through them can develop the economy and improve the well-being of your people. A large variety of maps and missions in Clash of Lords - another strong reason to meet in person with this game. Supercell Android 4.1 + Version: 3.3.2 $0 Clash Royale - another tower defense game from supercell studio. This game
has no resemblance to Clash of Clans, for this you need to learn a new combat system. You need to improve the tower and collect a line of cards to attack the enemy, if you find yourself more powerful or you have your own tactics, you can get a victory. Updated to version 3.3.2! They command the most favorite clan in the world-famous
smartphone game Clash of Clans, Royales, in crazy and funny clashes between different powers. Build your armies to defeat enemies to gain valuable loot, or build a powerful castle to defend your empire from approaching enemies. Gain access to powerful units to help your clans gain an edge against others. In the add-ons, collect
awesome cards that will give your armies huge power injections. Learn all about this amazing real-time strategy game from our review. StoryInspired by the greatest strategy of all time, Clash of Clan, Clash Royale allows players to take control of the most loved clan in the franchise entire in an exciting journey to strengthen your military
and economy power. Recruit your favorite royales characters, including princess, knight, dragons, and more to help you fight enemies. Enjoy countless hours of entertainment with Clash Royale.The game offers exciting gameplay with unique features. Here are the interesting items you can find: The best feature in Clash Royale is that you
can challenge players from all over the world to online matches. Make good use of all cards and items in your hands to win against enemies. You'll earn awesome loot and trophies to help you increase your ranks. The higher you climb, the more prizes you will be rewarded, regardless of the outcome of the match. However, be careful
when dealing with a difficult opponent as they will do everything they can to slow down your progress. In Clash Royale, players would have their chance to earn valuable chests by completing daily missions and challenges. Each of them contains a different type of rewards, and most of them are generated randomly. You can get epic cards
and items or just earn yourself a few pennies. Regardless, you should always aim for these chests, because who knows what are the rewards hidden inside. Throughout the single player You will have to deal with hundreds of different levels, each is more difficult than the previous one. However, after completing the stages, you will receive
a reward with valuable crowns that are used to unlock the crown chest. Inside you'll find valuable rewards you can only dream of. To gain benefits against your enemies, you need to do everything you can to collect magic cards that will provide you with troops and a magic booster. In addition, you need to pay attention to the items to
update the cards, as they would make your team much stronger. With all your valuable loot and belongings, you will also become a target for your hungry enemies. They will do their best to remove the base and demolish their property. So make sure you have a strong defense to deal with these inevitable attacks. The game offers along
with an exciting campaign with hundreds of different levels. You will have to start from the bottom of the pit and earn your way through the mountain, fighting against difficult enemies. However, as you reach a higher level, rewards will also be much more rewarding. To help build a healthy community, you can join clans or create your own
clan. This would give players the opportunity to help each other by sharing knowledge, supporting each other during the event, etc. Moreover, having a clan can be quite convenient, as you can easily trade your goods with others, including chests and cards. Those who are looking for a quick way to improve their skills can challenge their
friends or clan mates to friendlies. You will learn a lot by being able to play against the best players. To help online players hone their skills faster, Supercell also provides a TV Royal service that allows Clash Royale players to enjoy live matches between the best players. Hence, you can learn about their strategy, team compositions, and
so on. It would be very helpful to get away on the trip. In addition, you can access tv royal at any time, anywhere, the only thing that is required is a stable internet connection. Another exciting factor that we are sure many of you would like about the game is that it is completely free to play. As a result, players can easily download and
install the game on their devices without having to pay anything. However, the game still consists of several in-app purchases that can affect your experience. But don't worry too much because there are other ways to get these items without having to pay for them. Therefore, you can spend more time doing challenges to make up for it.
The game offers simple cartoon art and friendly graphics that are suitable for people of all ages. In addition, each map is built with 3D graphics, making the levels more captivating. You can easily afford Clash Royal.However, due to some limitations on Google Play, the game is for children 13 years and over. Mainly because of the mild
graphics of violence. As you play the game, you will notice that it is quite easy to get immersed in the action. Clash Royale offers realistic and funky sound effects that makes you feel like you're a real battle without experiencing much violence. With interesting and addictive gameplay, Clash Royale is without a doubt another great title from
the famous Supercell. You can expect high-quality gameplay and a relaxing experience from it. You can install Clash Royale on your Android devices by going to the Google Play Store and Apkdone.com. Just download Clash Royale APK on Apkdone and install it. The game includes optional in-app purchases and regular ads, but they
wouldn't have much impact on your gaming experience. Additionally, you can purchase other items later in the game. Clash Royale MOD APK (Unlimited Gold/Gems) is one of the Supercell hen that lays golden egg games, alongside other popular games like Hay Day, Boom Beach, etc. Download this game now to take part in exciting
battles! Table of ContentsPerhaps publisher knows how to revive the most avid players. Coming to Clash Royale, you'll be immersed in a crazy, fierce battle hard to believe. Combined with such attractive game styles as goalkeepers, card collection and MOBA, Clash Royale hits the charts of Google Plays and Itunes Store.In my own
experience, I found clash royale gameplay, which was built by combining the hottest game genres of the time, such as MOBA, card collection ... Players will feel like this is the next version of Clash of Clans so playing with the gameplay of this game is relatively easy. The game currently has over 500 million installations and 20 million
reviews. GameplayEach player will have three defensive towers, each tower defending one side on the map. These turrets cause great damage and cannot move, only by shooting at a target within a certain range if they are unmetered in sight. In addition, each player has 8 cards and your task is to move properly and destroy the entire
enemy team. Generals and soldiers can move between front lines in two ways. Like L.O.L, the match ends only if the main house and the king of one side are destroyed. Your goal is to use your army to destroy the enemy's central tower while protecting your own tower. There will be only 3 minutes in the match, but if there is extra time,
overtime will be provided. Clash Royale has very familiar characters with Clash of Clans players such as Giants, Barbarian Kings, Wall Breakers, Archers and many other generals. Cards will be divided into waves to attack or defend against attacks by opponents. Of course, you need to find and equip all the fit cards that power stats you
want. Each card Clash Royale ma ma statistics such as blood, attack distance, attack time, attack speed, etc. Improved stats as you level up to maximize your team's health. Currently, Clash Royale has two real-time modes: 1vs1 mode and 2vs2 touchdown mode. Combined with players from all over the world, the team to win the game.
Invite your friends to play in 2vs2 mode by flipping the battlefield to play with friends over the weekend. One bad point in Clash Royale is the lack of guild battles. I hope this system will be developed by Supercell in the future. GraphicAlough graphics Clash Royale does not make much difference from Clash of Clans, the game is still
worthy of praise thanks to fun graphics, animation, charming comedy air brings exciting feelings to players for a long time, without causing boredom. Clash Royale turned out at one point completely different from previous games and was particularly impressive from the start thanks to its unique vertical design. Especially with you or fans
of Clash of Clans, this is a great option to experience. This is the private server version, guys. In the private version of MOD you will have Unlimited Money.Note that the private version is different from the original version of the game and you can not play with the original users. Download Clash Royale MOD APK for AndroidPozjuda to say
that Clash Royale is a game that gathers all the necessary elements to become one of the phenomena in the near future. This is due to a unique combination of cards and tactics, allowing you to experience the most exciting. This is due to the severity of Supercell and their care for each of their products, and they are officially released
only if it has real quality. So Clash Royale is really worth playing the game in addition to Clash of Clans and Hay Day. You can download the game to experience via the links below. Below.
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